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CARPET FIBERS: WOOL
INTRODUCTION
Depending upon the market you serve, you may clean wall to wall
wool carpet about as often as you see a unicorn. Wool is a major
part of the market in Australia, New Zealand, England and some
other European markets. However, it accounts for only a fraction
of 1% of residential carpet in the USA. It does have a stronger
showing in the commercial market. Wool is the fiber of choice for
quality area rugs both hand-woven and machine made.
The self-extinguishing and flame retardant properties of wool
make it an excellent choice for safety reasons in hotel lobbies and
other carpeted areas where large numbers of people enter and
exit a building. Fire codes in some cities and states require these
characteristics.
Wool is a protein fiber that comes from the fleece of sheep and
lambs (or occasionally goats or some other animals in rugs). This
is one of the oldest fibers used by man, dating back over four
thousand years. Rugs constructed of wool have been unearthed
that are dated back to around 2000 BC. It is still one of the finest
face yarns available for carpet.
COMPOSITION OF WOOL
Wool’s chemical makeup
includes sulfur, which
accounts for the wool
smell when it is damp.
Water vapor attaches to
and transports the sulfur
molecule to our nose.
Wool fiber is composed of
three distinct sections:

length of the fiber, the longer the better, and by the coarseness or
fineness of the fiber which is largely determined by the diameter of
the fiber.
The shortest, lowest quality fibers are termed linters 2” or 3”
long. The short length of the fiber prevents them from being as
thoroughly spun into the yarn. They can more easily be pulled
loose and create fuzzing or loss of fiber.
Most carpet and rugs are made from the medium length fibers 4”
to 6” long. These are usually thicker or coarser fibers. Longer high
quality fibers are called worsted wool and most often used for
clothing.
The strength of the fiber is another factor in the quality of the
wool. If purchasing a wool rug or carpet, you may wish to pull
loose a few fibers to examine the length and also tugs on the ends
of a fiber a few times and see how well it resists breaking. Strands
that break easily will not hold up to traffic as well.
ADVANTAGES OF WOOL
• Hides Soil: wool has excellent soil hiding capabilities. Wool
will not exhibit or show soil as much as other fibers. Wool is an
opaque fiber (as opposed to synthetics which are translucent)
that does not allow soil from the other side to show through.
In addition wool doesn’t refract and reflect light like synthetics.
The naturally dull appearance and scaly nature of the epidermis
hides soil.
• Resilient: wool is very strong, elastic and resilient. Wool face
yarn in a well-constructed carpet will stand up to the heaviest
traffic and still look beautiful. (Notice the carpet in many finer
hotel lobbies and hallways and in casinos.)
• Natural Crimp: makes wool an excellent insulator and adds to
its superior resiliency.

Natural wool fibers

1. Epidermis or cuticle, which is the tough outer skin consisting
of serrated scales which overlap each other. Much of this outer
layer is removed in the cleaning and processing of the wool.
More of the cuticle may be intentionally removed with harsh
chemicals during the finishing of rugs in order to make the fiber
shinier or to give the rug an older appearance by affecting the
dyes. These chemicals weaken the fiber.
2. Cortex or the spindle-shaped fibrous bulk of the fiber. The twist
to this segment of the fiber gives it a spring-like quality and
adds to its resilience, allowing wool yarn to stand up well to
traffic.
3. Medulla or core of the fiber through which the fiber once
received nourishment.
Wool fibers are all staples, that is of a short length as opposed
to long continuous filaments. Strands of wool are graded by the

• Good Absorbency: wool readily accepts a number of dye types
and techniques. Keep in mind, this means easy staining and
slower drying, also.
• Soil Release: responds very well to cleaning as moisture makes
the fiber swell and release particle soil.
DISADVANTAGES OF WOOL
• Expensive: this arises mainly from the processing cost, the
cleaning, and the preparation, etc., rather than the actual cost
of the raw material.
• Fiber Distortion: wool is very prone to distortion by excess
agitations such as jet streaks and wand marks. This is
particularly pronounced when cleaning with very hot water. To
help prevent this kind of distortion the cleaner should turn the
temperature down somewhat on a wool cut pile carpet and be
sure that the grooming takes place quickly after the rinse step.
continued on next page
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• Stains Easily: due to its absorbency and ease of dyeing, wool is
also easily stained by wine, Kool-aid® and other acid dyestuffs.
Wool accepts acid dyes at dye sites similar to nylon fibers. Both
fibers benefit greatly from the acid dye resistors included in
Maxim Advanced and Maxim Advanced for Wool. Remember that
absorbency is the same quality that makes wool so desirable as far
as dye acceptance and obtaining the beautiful rich colors that can
be found in wool carpets and Oriental rugs.
• Chemical Sensitivity: wool is sensitive to excessive alkalinity
such as high pH and buffered alkaline cleaning agents especially
with prolonged exposure. This exposure will tend to make wool
brittle and somewhat discolored. Some of the epidermis may be
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lost. This shortens the useful life of the carpet. When excessive,
this problem is referred to as “felting”. Aggressive agitation can
aggravate felting. Following cleaning, wool fibers should be left at
a pH between 4.5 and 7.0.
• Fuzzing: remember that fuzzing can be a source of problems
because wool only comes as a staple yarn and excess agitation
can cause that fuzzing effect.
For more information on carpet cleaning and product suggestions,
contact your Interlink Supply representative at 800-660-5803.

HANDS ON RUG CLEANING
FOR YOUR MARKET

CLEANING METHODS FOR

W H AT Y O U W I L L L E A R N

E V E RY S I T U AT I O N

Learn how to clean the rugs in your market and the rugs in
your customer’s homes. We will teach you step-by-step how
to clean different rugs, including; tufted rugs, machine made
Orientals (woven), and investment grade Oriental rugs.

Do you know how and when is the appropriate time to clean
your customer’s rugs at their location? We will teach how
to determine this as well as techniques for in-plant cleaning
and submersion cleaning. At least half of the class will be
hands-on cleaning and demonstrations.

S P E C I A LT Y C L E A N I N G

S E E A N D T R Y A VA R I E T Y O F

CLEANING TOOLS

REGISTER TODAY!

HOW AND

VISIT INTERLINKSUPPLY.COM
FOR DATES AND LOCATIONS

T W O D AY S O F H I G H LY C O N C E N T R AT E D L E A R N I N G A B O U T
C L E A N I N G A L L T Y P E S O F R U G S I N A L L S I T U AT I O N S .

CLEANING THE IMPOSSIBLE

You will be able to get hands-on experience with dusting tools
and methods (dry soil removal), extraction tools, building
your own wash pit, centrifuge, and how to use a dry rack.

Put your fear aside, we will teach you how to clean some
of the most notoriously difficult rugs. You will be able to
clean Sisal rugs, bleeder’s, and shrinker’s. Plus, master urine
contamination.

MEET THE INSTRUCTORS
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S C O T T WA R R I N G T O N

DOUG HEIFERMAN

TOM FORSYTHE

Scott Warrington has over 40 years

Doug’s background in cleaning investment

Tom was involved in the oriental rug
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